CAMPBELL WINS POSTER

PROPOSE RISING RAINING
OF A. A. BOOKS TO $10

REGULAR BASE BALL PRACTICE
Coaches Working Edmund Daily Every Day in Hope of Develop-
ing Champions Team.

All attention is being called to base ball from 1 to 1 o'clock daily in Weight
Hall. Coach Curtis in for drills for a special meeting of the first
team. Pennsylvania for membership to the

A. A. Association called for Feb. 19, and to Consider Amendment.
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NewCOMING ROOM

Wharton Faculty Gives Students New Room for Lounging.

The Wharton School Association has given to the students a room in
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The committee in charge of the
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Campbell was award...
Ideals of decent living.

They are admitted, merely as "a means of consideration; but there are such a code, and on the other hand, that an extra burden be imposed on the pupil who will not best the trouble of the teacher. A system conducted by means of a pledge does not really remedy anything, and represents a vital distinction between a system of exams, to which students are compelled to subscribe, and a system which you have a splendid assortment of cameras for your exclusive headwear. The Hat Shops of individual tastes.

A. M. to 11 P.M. on that particular Wednesday night can hardly fail to bring victory and first place to the Red and Blue.

The strongest argument that I have ever heard is that the Honor System, which anticipates and satisfies your desires in Pure chemicals and all photographic products from lighting conditions. Non-curling; non-halation; numbers avoid error in any way that Ideal of decent living.

I do not believe that "the Honor System," which involves a pledge not to cheat at examinations,  and that we, as a class, desire it and attend to my own affairs, is the highest type. I doubt that such an act, if he could, raises a presumption that he would commit such an act if he could.

The Wharton School, for example, we agree that exams, the "coding-system," as the one that I have selected on the subject, and I regret to the Honor System, and how honor in students can be developed. It is possible to this system. I am very much inclined to a similar system of exams, which anticipates and satisfies your desires in Modern, and Absolutely New, Modern, and Absolutely New.

KENDIG & BOYD TAILORS
313 So. 12th Street, Just Above Walnut, Philadelphia, Pa.

Men of Pennsylvania!
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COMMUNICATION.

To the Editor of The Pennsylvania.

It seems to me that it is a social habit due to getting consistently, in a given way, until one unconsciously follows this habit in all his actions. Now, in so far as honor is social, and therefore, a habit can be developed in a group of individuals by a code, and appears in no other way. If in the Wharton School, for example, we agree that exams, the "coding-system," as the one that I have selected on the subject, and I regret to the Honor System, and how honor in students can be developed. It is possible to this system. I am very much inclined to a similar system of exams, which anticipates and satisfies your desires in Modern, and Absolutely New, Modern, and Absolutely New.
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ALUMNUS A REVOLUTIONIST

Taung, "11 Wh., is in Active Service of Rebel Leaders in China—Learned Patriotism at Pennsylvania.

That the spirit of popular freedom and independence as fostered in the University has found its way into the make of the Revolutionists in China is shown by a letter recently received by W. Y. Farr, '15 Wh., from Kwang-Hung Taung, "11 Wh., the former resident of the University Chinese Student Club, who returned to his home last summer, after graduating from Pennsylvania. Taung is the son of a Chinese business man of Yenan, Japan, and, according to his letter, he ran away from his home to enter the service of the Provincial Government. He gives Pennsylvania credit for his action. Taung roomed in Birthday House during his last two years in College, and was one of the best known and most popular Chinese students of his time.

The letter, which was mailed from Shanghai, December 22, and explained Taung's situation, is quoted in part as follows:

"The good old days I spent in Birthday House, a memory to me now. You can't imagine what sort of life I am leading now—a life quite different from that of last year. Well, it is Revolution—Republi- cans! I ran away from home to come to China. The reason I did that was that my father would not consent to my com- ing here when the heat and fever of the Revolution is at its height.

"Since leaving my home at Shanghai, I went up to the hottest fighting grounds— Hankow and Wu-chang. Luckily, I es- caped being shot in several field en- couragements. It was later that I came down to Nanking before it fell into the hands of our army. Two weeks ago I joined the rebel Board of Foreign Affairs in Shanghai, under Dr. Wu Tingfang. You see I am a revolutionist, or, in a polite form, a revolu- tionary. When the Peking movement sent Mr. Tsao Shao-Yi to Shanghai to negotiate terms of peace, Dr. Wu Tingfang confided upon me an honor by appointing me to welcome Mr. Tsang on his arrival.

"Mr. Tsang came down here for means. Well, if the Peking govern- ment, to other words Premier Fan Shih-Ku, does not agree with us in our efforts to secure a Republican form of government, then we will fight the British. By George, we have all kinds of army equipment, money and ammunition. We can hold out through a long campaign. You see, if the Peking government does not stand down, then our army of 40,000 men, together with forces from other coun- tries along the Yangtse valley, will march toward Peking and show them that we are capable of doing some- thing. Ordinary, victory will soon be ours. You just see and wait.

"I understand, we are not fight- ing for the love of it—but for what your ancestors fought nearly one hun- dred and fifty years ago—liberty, free- dom, equality and good government! These are the things for which we are risking everything."

"Pennsylvania has taught me what fighting is. The native sons of Penn- sylvania, who helped to secure your independence, who toiled hard to make the United States and Pennsylvania as glorious today, which are engraven on tablets on the walls of Houston Hall, have long impressed and inspired me with patriotism and high duty toward one's country. That's why I am serving the Provincial Government without pay—in fact, I have to pay my board and lodging from my own pocket. I shall be well compen- sated if we win the victory."

French Play a Success

The Cedar Fraternity met with elation and success with their annual cabaret and dance at the Belvedere-Stratford last Saturday night. Two plays were given, a short introductory farce, "Bertillon Perd la Place," in which, presenting a twostory comedy entitled "Monsieur Lambert Marchand et la Tablisse," Mr. White, McFarland and Schellers were the stars.

Everything a good student needs at Genoa.

"Yo Olde Tyme Chocolate"

35c to 25c (20c and 1c)

E. A. WHITE

College Engraver, Printer and Stationer
1018 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Correspondence Invitations, Logos, Stations
Engraved Name Plates, Music, Addressing Lists, Calling Cards, Typing, Wedding Announcements and Invitations.

Sends Orders by Express.

The Fletcher Studios
6206 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

THE NAME OF THE GILBERT

stands for

The Best in Photography

The Gilbert Studios have been for many years recognized as the leading studios for all college work.

G. M. GILBERT

6206 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

The Carpenter School of Basking
1123 Chestnut Street.

Strictly private lessons, with day, evening and day evening. Beginners and ad- vanced classes forming. Moderate terms.

C. E. ELWOOD, CARPENTER.

Both phones.

See Us About Those FAVORITE CIGARS

L. G. WILLIAMS

S. E. COB, 70th and LOCUST STS.

IF YOU WILL RETURN

We allow you to prepare the refresh- ments for your spreads, dances or smokers. It is our specialty.

You may inspect our kitchen.

TAYLOR BROTHERS.

University Laundry
3607 Woodland Avenue

10 Per Cent Discount for students.

Laundry bags free to all customers.

Cigar, Past, Cords and Stationary.

W. W. McCausland & Son

Electrical Contractors

Located between Brompton and River Street.

B. B. & S.

L. A. White

ABBEY & WATSON

LANDRIGANS

WHITE HOUSE CAFE

3657 WOODLAND AVENUE

Open day and night

OPPOSITE DORMS.

Full Dress Suits

We have made a full dress suit for you just the same as we have done for hundreds of other young men.

Our garments are standard, correct in every detail and very moderate in price.

We specialize in a fine, unfinished waistcoat, full silk-lined at 40c; another leader is a very elegant one at 60c.

They are not equalized elsewhere. Over 100

patterns in white Wash Coats.

Full-dress Suits, 835 to 855

White Wash-coats, 87 to 892

Women's and Misses' Department, Second Floor

PYLE, INNES & BARBERI

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1115 Walnut Street

Best Bitter Sweets

Thin, easy, after dinner, round a melting sweet cream center. Flavors: vanilla, orange, cocoa. They're called

Whitman's

Continental Chocolates

In round and oval-shaped boxes,inside, outside and center.

P. BEASTON'S SONS

3761 Sansom St., Phila.
Hitting the Dirt

requires the quick brain, the keen eye and the clear judgment which can only come of a healthy body and steady nerves. The fellow who “beats out” infiel1 and stretches” singles into two baggers is the man whose body, brain and nervous system are properly nourished.

Shredded Wheat

is the all-around food for the all-around athlete because it contains the food elements which build up the entire body.

Served with fresh fruits or simply with milk and cream, SHREDDED WHEAT is unexcelled in deliciousness and digestibility. It is the perfectly balanced food for student and athlete alike.

THE SHREDDED WHEAT CO.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.